SUPPORT THE CORE ACT

The Colorado Outdoor Recreation and Economy (CORE) Act is a comprehensive public lands bill that would protect wild places throughout Colorado, each of which have been a part of individual legislative proposals in the past. Specifically, the bill will create new and sustainable recreational opportunities and expand Wilderness in the White River and San Juan National Forests, permanently withdraw the Thompson Divide from new oil and gas leasing, and formally establish three reservoirs along the Gunnison River as the Curecanti National Recreation Area.

SHARE YOUR SUPPORT ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Share your photos from CORE Act landscapes and tag your elected officials, letting them know these places are worth protecting. Photos and videos of yourself recreating on public lands and in the Thompson Divide and Continental Divide are encouraged! Sample social media posts are listed below to get you started.

SAMPLES

Senator Gardner
@SenCoryGardner, as a resident of the Western Slope, I choose to live, work and play here because of our proximity to pristine and untouched landscapes like the #ThompsonDivide and #ContinentalDivide. Please prioritize protection of #ThompsonDivide and #ContinentalDivide, by supporting the #COREAct.

@SenCoryGardner, protecting #ThompsonDivide is a top priority for your constituents in Garfield County. A permanent mineral withdrawal in this largely roadless and pristine area will ensure the vitality of our local economies. Please support the #COREAct.

Senator Bennet
@senbennetco, as a resident of the Western Slope, I choose to live, work and play here because of our proximity to pristine and untouched landscapes like the #ThompsonDivide and #ContinentalDivide. Thank you for prioritizing protection of #ThompsonDivide and #ContinentalDivide, by supporting the #COREAct.

@senbennetco, protecting #ThompsonDivide is a top priority for your constituents in Garfield County. A permanent mineral withdrawal in this largely roadless and pristine area will ensure the vitality of our local economies. Thank you for supporting the #COREAct.

HANDLES

Senator Gardner
Facebook: @SenCoryGardner | Twitter: @SenCoryGardner | Instagram: @SenCoryGardner

Senator Bennet
Facebook: @SenBennetCo | Twitter: @SenatorBennet | Instagram: @SenatorBennet

Wilderness Workshop
Facebook: @WildernessWorkshop | Twitter: @WildForGood | Instagram: @Wilderness_Workshop

HASHTAGS
#COREAct
#ThompsonDivide
#ContinentalDivide